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A strong energy policy towards decarbonisation, 
enabled by new and cheaper technologies is (rapidly) 
driving change in the energy sector.
A “new” sector needs “new” regulation.

Source: IEA, 2023, Energy Technology Perspectives 2023 2

Innovation and technology as driving forces for change



European regulators have adopted an adaptive
regulation approach for the energy transition

NRAs already rely on experimental regulatory tools to test and 
anticipate future evolutions
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CEER approach to Dynamic Regulation 

Goals

Governance, admission

Derogation

Time frame

Eligibility

Monitoring/evaluation

Reporting

Regulatory learning

Examples

RES generation                                  
Energy sharing                                   
Adaptive thermostats                       
Smart charging of electric vehicles 
Energy storage                                   
Sector coupling                                  
New uses for gas networks               
Flexible grid connections                   
Smart grid services

Design of pilot projects



Regulation can play different roles and use 
different levels of initiative or support

Pilots may be NRA driven (“top down”) or market driven 
(“bottom up”)
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Regulatory innovation: driving, embracing or going along

European Commission’s Joint Research Centre, 2023, Making energy regulation fit for purpose. 
State of play of regulatory experimentation in the EU.



Pilot regulations use standard public 
consultations and discussion in the process
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Experiences in Portugal with Dynamic Regulation 

Pilot regulations

• Dynamic grid 
tariffs

• Demand response 
for balancing 
services

2021

2018



DSOs are driving several pilot projects to 
cope with the energy transition
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Experiences in Portugal with Dynamic Regulation 

Pilot projects

• Energy sharing in 
communities for 
self-consumption

• Flexibility services 
to the DSO

2022

2023



Portugal has implemented several of these 
tools according to the cases at hand
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Experiences in Portugal with Dynamic Regulation 

Regulatory 
Sandboxes

• V2G projects

• P2P trading in 
energy 
communities

2020

2022



Some takeaways:

1. Need for legal basis and regulatory leeway

2. Need for adequate resources and expertise

3. New areas/actors for energy regulation

4. Defining adequate KPI for project evaluation

5. Ensuring transparency and participation for pilots 
and their results

6. New/improved regulatory
tools

7. Proportionate regulation
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New challenges for energy regulators



Thank you!
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